Short Stories
Through the Woods

Let It Snow : Three Holiday
Romances

by Emily Carroll
A collection of five spine-tingling short
stories.

by John Green, Maureen Johnson,
and Lauren Myracle
Christmas magic, blossoming romances,
and unexpected friendships are
intertwined in this collection of three
holiday-inspired tales.

The Bane Chronicles
by Cassandra Clare
A collection of 11 short stories, previously
published online, illuminates the life of
the enigmatic Magnus Bane, whose
alluring personality, flamboyant style and
sharp wit populate the pages of The
Mortal Instruments and The Infernal
Devices series.

When Mystical Creatures
Attack!
by Kathleen Founds
Collects humorous, whimsical, and
strange stories that combine unusual
subject matter with emotional expression
and exhibit a broad diversity of form.

Dogs of War
by Sheila Keenan
A graphic novel tribute to the
contributions of heroic military canines
during World War I, World War II and
the Vietnam War includes three stories
inspired by historic battles and actual
military practices that detail the shared
experiences of soldiers and service dogs.

My True Love Gave to Me :
Twelve Holiday Stories
edited by Stephanie Perkins
Collects twelve holiday-themed romances
featuring relationships that blossom
during Christmas, Hanukkah, the winter
solstice, and Kwanzaa.

Four : a Divergent
collection
by Veronica Roth
Fans of the #1 New York Times bestselling Divergent series will enjoy this
companion volume that includes four
pre-Divergent stories told from Tobias
Eaton's point of view that share details
about his transfer from Abnegation to
Dauntless, his initiation and his claim to a place in the
Dauntless hierarchy.

Slasher Girls & Monster
Boys
by April Genevieve Tucholke

Read Between the Lines
by Johanna Knowles
A collection of interrelated stories follows
the experiences of a bullied boy with an
embarrassingly broken finger, a dreamer
forced to confront the real world, a
basketball player's cheerleader girlfriend,
a plus-sized misfit and a gang who scams
drivers for beer money.

An anthology of stories inspired by classic
horror tales features contributions by
leading suspense and young adult
authors, including Stefan Bachmann,
Leigh Bardugo and Kendare Blake.
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